In this work we study the mutual benefits of two common computer vision tasks, self-supervised depth estimation and semantic segmentation from images. For example, to help unsupervised monocular depth estimation, constraints from semantic segmentation has been explored implicitly such as sharing and transforming features. In contrast, we propose to explicitly measure the border consistency between segmentation and depth and minimize it in a greedy manner by iteratively supervising the network towards a locally optimal solution. Partially this is motivated by our observation that semantic segmentation even trained with limited ground truth (200 images of KITTI) can offer more accurate border than that of any (monocular or stereo) image-based depth estimation. Through extensive experiments, our proposed approach advances the state of the art on unsupervised monocular depth estimation in the KITTI.
Introduction
Estimating depth is a fundamental problem in computer vision with notable applications in self-driving [1] and virtual/augmented reality. To solve the challenge, a diverse set of sensors has been utilized ranging from monocular camera [12] , multi-view cameras [4] , and depth completion from LiDAR [18] . Although the monocular system is the least expensive, it is the most challenging due to scale ambiguity. The current highest performing monocular methods [9, 14, 22, 25, 39] are reliant on supervised training, thus consuming large amounts of labelled depth data. Recently, self-supervised methods with photometric supervision have made significant progress by leveraging unlabeled stereo images [10, 12] or monocular videos [35, 42, 45] to approach comparable performance as the supervised methods.
Yet, self-supervised depth inference techniques suffer from high ambiguity and sensitivity in low-texture regions, reflective surfaces, and the presence of occlusion, likely leading to a sub-optimal solution. To reduce these effects, many works seek to incorporate constraints from external modalities. For example, prior works have explored leveraging diverse modalities such as optical flow [42] , surface Figure 1 : We explicitly regularize the depth border to be consistent with segmentation border. A "better" depth I * is created through morphing according to distilled point pairs pq. By penalizing its difference with the original prediction I at each training step, we gradually achieve a more consistent border. The morph happens over every distilled pairs but only one pair illustrated, due to limited space. normal [40] , and semantic segmentation [3, 27, 36, 44] . Optical flow can be naturally linked to depth via ego-motion and object motion, while surface normal can be re-defined as direction of the depth gradient in 3D. Comparatively, semantic segmentation is unique in that, though highly relevant, it is difficult to form definite relationship with depth.
In response, prior works tend to model the relation of semantic segmentation and depth implicitly [3, 27, 36, 44] . For instance, [3, 36] show that jointly training a shared network with semantic segmentation and depth is helpful to both. [44] learns a transformation between semantic segmentation and depth feature spaces. Despite empirically positive results, such techniques lack clear and detailed explanation for their improvement. Moreover, prior work has yet to explore the relationship from one of the most obvious aspects -the shared borders between segmentation and depth.
Hence, we aim to explicitly constrain monocular selfsupervised depth estimation to be more consistent and aligned to its segmentation counterpart. We validate the in-tuition of segmentation being stronger than depth estimation for estimating object boundaries, even compared to depth from multi-view camera systems [41] , thus demonstrating the importance of leveraging this strength (Tab. 3). We use the distance between segmentation and depth's edges as a measurement of their consistency. Since this measurement is not differentiable, we can not directly optimize it as a loss. Rather, it is optimized as a "greedy search", such that we iteratively construct a local optimum augmented disparity map under the proposed measurement and penalize its discrepancy with the original prediction. The construction of augmented depth map is done via a modified Beier-Neely morphing algorithm [34] . In this way, the estimated depth map gradually becomes more consistent with the segmentation edges within the scene, as demonstrated in Fig. 1 .
Since we use predicted semantics labels [46] , noise is inevitably inherited. To combat this, we develop several techniques to stabilize training as well as improve performance. We also notice recent stereo-based selfsupervised methods ubiquitously possess "bleeding artifacts", which are fading borders around two sides of objects. We trace its cause to occlusions in stereo cameras near object boundaries and resolve by integrating a novel stereo occlusion mask into the loss, further enabling quality edges and subsequently facilitating our morphing technique.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
We explicitly define and utilize the border constraint between semantic segmentation and depth estimation, resulting in depth more consistent with segmentation.
We alleviate the bleeding artifacts in prior depth methods [3, 12, 13, 29] via proposed stereo occlusion mask, furthering the depth quality near object boundaries.
We advance the state-of-the-art (SOTA) performance of the self-supervised monocular depth estimation task on the KITTI dataset, which for the first time matches SOTA supervised performance in the absolute relative metric.
Related work
Self-supervised Depth Estimation Self-supervision has been a pivotal component in depth estimation [35, 42, 45] . Typically, such methods require only a monocular image in inference but are trained with video sequences, stereo images, or both. The key idea is to build pixel correspondences from a predicted depth map among images of different view angles then minimize a photometric reconstruction loss for all paired pixels. Video-based methods [35, 42, 45] require both depth map estimation and ego-motion. While stereo system [10, 12] requires a pair of images captured simultaneously by cameras with known relative placement, reformulating depth estimation into disparity estimation.
We note the photometric loss is subject to two general issues: (1) When occlusions present, via stereo cameras or dynamic scenes in video, an incorrect pixel correspondence can be made yielding sub-optimal performance. (2) There exists ambiguity in low-texture or color-saturated areas such as sky, road, tree leaves, and windows, thereby receiving a weak supervision signal. We aim to address (1) by proposed stereo occlusion masking, and (2) by leveraging additional explicit supervision from semantic segmentation.
Occlusion Problem Prior works in video-based depth estimation [2, 13, 20, 35] have begun to address the occlusion problem. [13] suppresses occlusions by selecting pixels with a minimum photometric loss in consecutive frames. Other works [20, 35] leverage optical flow to account for object and scene movement. In comparison, occlusion in stereo pairs has not received comparable attention in SOTA methods. Such occlusions often result in bleeding depth artifacts when (self-)supervised with photometric loss. [12] partially relieves the bleeding artifacts via a left-right consistency term. Comparatively, [29, 39] incorporates a regularization onto the depth magnitude to suppress the artifacts.
In our work, we propose an efficient occlusion masking based only on a single estimated disparity map, which significantly improves estimation convergence and qualities around dynamic objects' border (Sec. 3.2). Another positive side effect is improved edge maps, which facilitates our proposed semantic-depth edge consistency (Sec. 3.1).
Using Additional Modalities To address weak supervision in low-texture regions, prior work has begun incorporating modalities such as surface normal [40] , semantic segmentation [3, 27, 31, 36] , optical flow [20, 35] and stereo matching proxies [33, 38] . For instance, [40] constrains the estimated depth to be more consistent with predicted surface normals. While [33, 38] leverage proxy disparity labels produced by Semi-Global Matching (SGM) algorithms [16, 17] , which serve as additional psuedo ground truth supervision. In our work, we provide a novel study focusing on constraints from the shared borders between segmentation and depth.
Using Semantic Segmentation for Depth The relationship between depth and semantic segmentation is fundamentally different from the aforementioned modalities. Specifically, semantic segmentation does not inherently hold a definite mathematical relationship with depth. In contrast, surface normal can be interpreted as normalized depth gradient in 3D space; disparity possesses an inverse linear relationship with depth; and optical flow can be decomposed into object movement, ego-motion, and depth estimation. Due to the vague relationship between semantic segmentation and depth, prior work primarily use it in an implicit manner.
We classify the uses of segmentation for depth estimation into three categories. Firstly, share weights between semantics and depth branches as in [3, 36] . Secondly, mix semantics and depth features as in [27, 36, 44] . For instance, [27, 36] use a conditional random field to pass information between modalities. Thirdly, [21, 31] opt to model Figure 2 : Framework Overview. The blue box indicates input while yellow box indicates the estimation. The encoderdecoder takes only a left image I, to predict the corresponding disparity Id which will be converted to depth map I d . The prediction is supervised via a photometric reconstruction loss l r , morph loss l g , and stereo matching proxy loss l p . the statistical relationship between segmentation and depth. [21] specifically models the uncertainty of segmentation and depth to re-weight themselves in the loss function.
Interestingly, no prior work has leveraged the border consistency naturally existed between segmentation and depth. We emphasize that leveraging this observation has two difficulties. First, segmentation and depth only share partial borders. Secondly, formulating a differentiable function to link binarized borders to continuous semantic and depth prediction remains a challenge. Hence, designing novel approaches to address these challenges is our contribution to an explicit segmentation-depth constraint.
The Proposed Method
We observe recent self-supervised depth estimation methods [38] preserve deteriorated object borders compared to semantic segmentation methods [46] (Tab. 3). It motivates us to explicitly use segmentation borders as a constraint in addition to the typical photometric loss. We propose an edge-edge consistence loss l c (Sec. 3.1.1) between depth map and segmentation map. However, as the l c is not differentiable, we circumvent it by constructing an optimized depth map I * d and penalizing its difference with original prediction I d (Sec. 3.3.1). This construction is accomplished via a novel morphing algorithm (Sec. 3.1.2). Additionally, we resolve bleeding artifacts (Sec. 3.2) for improved border quality and rectify batch normalization layer statistics via a finetuning strategy (Sec. 3.3.1). As in Fig. 2 , our method consumes stereo image pairs and precomputed semantic labels [46] in training, while only requiring a monocular RGB image at inference. It predicts a disparity map Id and then converted to depth map I d given baseline b and focal length f under relationship I d = f ·b Id .
Explicit Depth-Segmentation Consistency
To explicitly encourage estimated depth to agree with its segmentation counterpart on their edges, we propose two steps. We first extract matching edges from segmentation I s and corresponding depth map I d (Sec. 3.1.1). Using these pairs, we propose a continuous morphing function to warp all depth values in its inner-bounds (Sec. 3.1.2), such that depth edges are aligned to semantic edges while preserving the continuous integrity of the depth map.
Edge-Edge Consistency
In order to define the edge-edge consistency, we must firstly extract the edges from both the segmentation map I s and depth map I d . We define I s as a binary foregroundbackground segmentation map, whereas the depth map I d consists of continuous depth values. Let us denote an edge T as the set of pixel p locations such that:
where ∂I(p) ∂x is a 2D image gradient at p and k 1 is a hyperparameter controlling necessary gradient intensity to constitute an edge. In order to highlight clear borders in closerange objects, the depth edge T d is extracted from the disparity map Id instead of I d . Given an arbitrary segmentation edge point q ∈ T s , we denote δ(q, T d ) as the distance between q to its closest point in depth edge T d :
Since the correspondence between segmentation and depth edges do not strictly follow an one-one mapping, we limit it to a predefined local range. We denote the valid set Γ of segmentation edge points q ∈ T s such that:
where k 2 is a hyperparamter controlling the maximum distance allowed for association. For notation simplicity, we
Then the consistency l c between the segmentation T s and depth T d edges is as:
Due to the discretization used in extracting edges from I s and I d , it is difficult to directly optimize l c (Γ d s , T d ). Thus, we propose a continuous morph function (φ and g in Sec. 3.1.2) to produce an augmented depth I * d , with a corresponding depth edge T * d that minimizes:
Note that the l c loss is asymmetric. Since the segmentation edge is more reliable, we prefer to use l c (Γ d s , T * d ) rather than its inverse mapping direction of l c (Γ s d , T * s ).
Depth Morphing
In the definition of consistence measurement l c in Eq. (5), we acquire a set of associations between segmentation and depth border points. We denote this set as Ω:
Associations in Ω imply depth edge p should be adjusted towards segmentation edge q to minimize consistence measurement l c . This motivates us to design a local morph function φ(·) which maps an arbitrary point x near a segmentation point q ∈ Γ d s and associated depth point p ∈ Ω to:
where hyperparameter t controls sample space illustrated in Fig. 3 , and x denotes the point projection of x onto − → qp:
whereqp is the unit vector of the associated edge points. We illustrate a detailed example of φ(·) in Fig. 3 .
To promote smooth and continuous morphing, we further define a more robust morph function g(·), applied to every pixel x ∈ I * d as a distance-weighted summation of all morphs φ(·) for each associated pair (q, p) ∈ (Γ d s , Ω):
where d i is the distance between x i and edge segments − − → q i p i . h(·) and w(·) are distance-based weighting functions:
is a relative weight compromising morphing among multiple pairs, while h(·) acts as an absolute weight ensuring each pair only affects local area. Implementation wise, h(·) makes pairs beyond ∼7 pixels negligible, facilitating g(x | q, p) linear computational complexity.
In summary, g(x | q, p) can be viewed as a more general Beier-Neely [34] morph, due to inclusion of h(·). We align depth map better to segmentation via applying g(·) morph to pixels of its disparity map x ∈ I * d , creating a segmentationaugmented disparity map I * d :
Next we may transform the edge-to-edge consistency term l c into the minimization of difference between Id and the segmentation-augmented I * d , as detailed in Sec. 3.3.1. A concise proof of I * d as local minimum of l c under certain condition is in the supplementary material (Suppl.).
Stereo Occlusion Mask
Bleeding artifacts are a common difficulty in selfsupervised stereo methods [3, 12, 13, 29] . Specifically, bleeding artifacts refer to instances where the estimated depth on surrounding foreground objects wrongly expands outward to the background region. However, few works provide detailed analysis of its cause. We illustrate the effect and an overview of our stereo occlusion mask in Fig. 4 .
Let us define a point b ∈ I d near the boundary of an object and corresponding point b † ∈ I † d in the right stereo view. When point b † is occluded by a foreground point c † in the right stereo, a photometric loss will seek a similar non-occluded point in the right stereo, e.g., the objects' left boundary a † , since no exact solution may exist for occluded pixels. Therefore, the disparity value at point b will bê
x is the horizontal location. Since background is assumed farther away than foreground points, generally a false supervision has the quality such that the occluded background disparity will be significantly larger than its (unknown) ground truth value. As b approaches a † the effect is lessened, creating a fading effect.
To alleviate the bleeding artifacts, we form an occlusion indicator matrix M such that M(x, y) = 1 if the pixel location (x, y) has possible occlusions in the stereo view. For instance, in the left stereo image M is defined as:
where W denotes predefined search width and k 3 is a threshold controlling thickness of the mask. The disparity value in the left image represents the horizontal left distance of each pixel to be moved. As the occlusion is due to pixels in its right, we intuitively perform our search in one direction. Additionally, we can view occlusion as when neighbouring pixels on its right move too much left and cover itself. In this way, occlusion can be detected as min
Considering bleeding artifacts in Fig. 4 , we use k 3 to counter large incorrect disparity values of occluded background pixels. The regions indicated by M are then masked when computing a reconstruction loss (Sec. 3.3.1).
Network and Loss Functions
Our network is comprised of an encoder-decoder, identical to the baseline [38] . It takes in a monocular RGB image and predicts corresponding disparity map which is later converted to depth map under known camera parameters.
Loss Functions
The overall loss function is comprised of three terms: l = l r (Id(x)) + λ 2 l g (Id(x)) + λ 1 l p (Id(x)),
where l r denotes a photometric reconstruction loss, l g a morphing loss, l p a stereo proxy loss [38] , and x are the non-occluded pixel locations, i.e., {x | M(x) = 0}. λ 1 and λ 2 are the weights of terms. We emphasize that exclusion will not prevent learning of object borders. E.g., in Fig. 4(c) , although the pixel b in cyclist's left border is occluded, the network can still learn to estimate depth from a visible and highly similar pixel a † in the stereo counterpart, as both left and right view images are respectively fed into the encoder in training, similar to prior self-supervised works [13, 38] . Following [13] , we define the l r reconstruction loss as:
which consists of a pixel-wise mix of SSIM [37] and L 1 loss between an input left image I versus the reconstructed left imageĨ, which is re-sampled according to predicted disparity Id. The α is a weighting hyperparameter as in [12, 38] .
We minimize the distance between depth and segmentation edges by steering the disparity Id to approach the semantic-augmented disparity I * d (Eq. 10) in a logistic loss:
where w(·) is a function to downweight image regions with low variance. It is observed that the magnitude of the photometric loss (Eq. 13) varies significantly between textureless and rich texture image regions, whereas the morph loss (Eq. 14) is primarily dominated by the border consistency. Moreover, the morph is itself dependent on an estimated semantic psuedo ground truth I s [46] which may include noise. In consequence, we only apply the loss when the photometric loss is comparatively improved. Hence, we define the weighting function w(·) as:
where Var(I) computes pixel-wise RGB image variance in a 3 × 3 local window. Note that when a noisy semantic estimation I s causes l r to degrade, the pixel location is ignored. Following [38] , we incorporate a stereo proxy loss l p which we find helpful in neutralizing noise in estimated semantics labels, defined similarly to Eq. 14 as:
where I p d denotes the stereo matched proxy label generated by the Semi-Global Matching (SGM) [16, 17] technique.
Finetuning Loss:
We further finetune the model to regularize the batch normalization [19] statistics to be more consistent to an identity transformation. As such, the prediction becomes less sensitive to the exponential moving average, following inspiration from [32] denoted as:
, where Id and I d denote predicted disparity with and without batch normalization, respectively.
Implementation Details
We use PyTorch [28] for training, and preprocessing techniques of [13] . To produce the stereo proxy labels, We follow [38] . Semantic segmentation is precomputed via [46] , in an ensemble way with default settings at a resolution of 320 × 1,024. Using semantics definition in Cityscapes [6] , we set object, vehicle, and human categories as foreground, and the rest as background. This allows us to convert a semantic segmentation mask to a binary segmentation mask I s . We use a learning rate of 1e −4 and train the joint loss (Eq. 12) for 20 epochs, starting with ImageNet [7] pretrained weights. After convergence, we apply l bn loss for 3 epochs at a learning rate of 1e −5 . We set t = λ 1 = 1, λ 2 = 5, k 1 = 0.11, k 2 = 20, k 3 = 0.05, m 1 = 17, m 2 = 0.7, m 3 = 1.6, m 4 = 1.9, and α = 0.85. Our source code is hosted at http://cvlab. cse.msu.edu/project-edgedepth.html.
Experiments
We first present the comprehensive comparison on the KITTI benchmark, then analyze our results, and finally ablate various design choices of the proposed method.
KITTI Dataset:
We compare our method against SOTA works on KITTI Stereo 2015 dataset [11] , a comprehensive urban autonomous driving dataset providing stereo images with aligned LiDAR data. We utilize the eigen splits, evaluated with the standard seven KITTI metrics [8] with the crop of Garg [10] and a standard distance cap of 80 meters [12] . Readers can refer to [8, 11] for explanation of used metrics.
Depth Estimation Performance:
We show a comprehensive comparison of our method to the SOTA in Tab. 1. Our framework outperforms prior methods on each of the seven metrics. For a fair comparison, we utilize the same network structure as [13, 38] . We consider that approaching the performance of supervised methods is an important goal of self-supervised techniques. Notably, our method is the first self-supervised method matching SOTA supervised performance, as seen in the absolute relative metric in Tab. 1. Additionally, We emphasize our method improves on the δ < 1.25 from 0.890 to 0.898, thereby reducing the gap between supervised and unsupervised methods by relative ∼60% (= 1 − 0.904−0.898 0.904−0.890 ). We further demonstrate a consistent performance gain with two variants of ResNet (Tab. 1), demonstrating our method's robustness to the backbone architecture capacity.
We emphasize our contributions are orthogonal to most methods including stereo and monocular training. For instance, we use noisy segmentation predictions, which can be further enhanced by pairing with stronger segmentation or via segmentation annotations. Moreover, recall that we do not use the monocular training strategy of [13] or additional stereo data such as Cityscapes, and utilize a substantially smaller network (e.g., 138.6 vs. 563.4 MB [23]), thereby leaving more room for future enhancements.
Depth Performance Analysis: Our method aims to explicitly constrain the estimated depth edges to become similar to segmentation counterparts. Yet, we observe that the improvements to the depth estimation, while being emphasised near edges, are distributed in more spatial regions. To understand this effect, we look at three perspectives.
Firstly, we demonstrate that depth performance is the most challenging near edges using the δ < 1.25 metric. [38] . Right axis: improvement distribution against distance. Our gain mainly comes from near-edge background area but not restricted to it. Figure 6 : Input image and the disagreement of estimated disparity between our method and [38] . Our method impacts both borders (←) and inside (→) of objects.
We consider a point x to be near an edge point p if below averaged edge consistence l c , that is | x − p |≤ 3.
We demonstrate the depth performance of off-edge, whole image, and near edge regions in Tab. 2. Although our method has superior performance on whole, each method degrades near an edge (↓ ∼0.18 on δ from W to N), reaffirming the challenge of depth around object boundaries. Secondly, we compare metric δ < 1.25 against baseline [38] in the left axes of Fig. 5 . We observe improvement from background around object borders (px∼ − 5) and from foreground inside objects (px ≥ 30). This is cross-validated in Fig. 6 which visualizes the disagreements between ours and baseline [38] . Our method impacts near the borders (←) as well as inside of objects (→) in Thirdly, we view the improvement as a normalized probability distribution, as illustrated in right axes of Fig. 5 . It peaks at around −5 px, which agrees with the visuals of Fig. 7 where originally the depth spills into the background but becomes close to object borders using ours. Still, the improvement is consistently positive and generalized to entire distance range. Such findings reaffirm that our improvement is both near and beyond the edges in a general manner.
Depth Border Quality:
We examine the quality of depth borders compared to the baseline [38] , as in Fig. 7 . The depth borders of our proposed method is significantly more aligned to object boundaries. We further show that for SOTA methods, even without training our models, applying our morphing step at inference leads to performance gain, when coupled with a segmentation network [46] (trained with only 200 domain images). As in Tab. 3, this trend holds for unsupervised, supervised, and multi-view depth inference systems, implying that typical depth methods can struggle with borders, where our morphing can augment. However, we find that the inverse relationship using depth edges to morph segmentation is harmful to border quality.
Stereo Occlusion Mask:
To examine the effect of our proposed stereo occlusion masking (Sec. 3.2), we ablate its effects (Tab. 4). The stereo occlusion mask M improves the absolute relative error (0.102 → 0.101) and δ < 1.25 (0.884 → 0.887). Upon applying stereo occlusion mask during training, we observe the bleeding artifacts are significantly controlled as in Fig. 8 and in Suppl. Fig. 3 . Hence, the resultant borders are stronger, further supporting the proposed consistency term l c and morphing operation. tion [46] to define the segmentation-depth edge morph. Such estimations inherently introduce noise and destablization in training for which we propose a w(x) weight to provide less attention to low image variance and ignore any regions which degrades photometric loss (Sec. 3.3.1). Additionally, we ablate the specific help from stereo proxy labels in stabilizing training in Fig. 8 (d) & (e) and Suppl. Fig. 3 .
Finetuning Strategy: To better understand the effect of our finetuning strategy (Sec. 3.3.1) on performance, we ablate using [13, 38] and our method, as shown in Tab. 4 and 5.
Each ablated method achieves better performance after applying the finetuning, suggesting the technique is general.
Morphing Strategy: We explore the sensitivity of our morph operation (Sec. 3.1), by comparing its effectiveness against using triangularization to distill point pair relationships. We accomplish this by first forming a grid over the image using anchors. Then define corresponding triangularization pairs between the segmentation edge points paired with two anchors. Lastly, we compute an affine transformation between the two triangularizations. We analyze the technique vs. our proposed morphing strategy qualitatively in Fig. 9 and quantitatively in Tab. 6. Although the meth- ods have subtle distinctions, the triangularization morph is generally inferior, as highlighted by the RMSE metrics in Tab. 6. Further, the triangularization morphing forms boundary errors with acute angles which introduce more noise in the supervision signal, as exemplified in Fig. 9 .
Conclusions
We present a depth estimation framework designed to explicitly consider the mutual benefits between two neighboring computer vision tasks of self-supervised depth estimation and semantic segmentation. Prior works have primarily considered this relationship implicitly. In contrast, we propose a morphing operation between the borders of the predicted segmentation and depth, then use this morphed result as an additional supervising signal. To help the edgeedge consistency quality, we identify the source problem of bleeding artifacts near object boundaries then propose a stereo occlusion masking to alleviate it. Lastly, we propose a simple but effective finetuning strategy to further boost generalization performance. Collectively, our method advances the state of the art on self-supervised depth estimation, matching the capacity of supervised methods, and significantly improves the border quality of estimated depths.
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Network details
Across our experiments, we use ImageNet [7] pretrained ResNet18 and ResNet50 [15] as our encoder. Our decoder structure is same as Godard et al. [13] and Waston et al. [38] , as detailed in Table 1 . We also incorporate other practices such as color augmentation, random flip, edgeaware smoothness and exclusion of stationary pixels.
More Ablations
In this section, we perform additional ablations to further validate our proposed approach. We ablate (1) Our proposed morph strategy achieves local optimality of edgeedge consistency l c , and (2) The stereo occlusion mask M boosts clear borders. All our ablations are conducted on Eigen [8] test splits of KITTI [11] .
Reducing edge-edge consistency via morphing: We plot the edge-edge consistency loss l c under various edge detection thresholds k 1 in Fig. 1 . We cross-validate morphing (detailed in main paper Section 3.1) as a technique to achieve local optimality of l c from Fig. 1 via showing consistently decreased measurement l c after applying morphing once and twice. The lower loss in Fig. 1 shows that our models are more consistent with segmentation compared to [38] . Additionally, increased threshold k 1 leads to thinner edges and neglects distant objects, which have two effects. First of all, thinner edges make edge-edge consistency to be more challenge, thus higher loss values. Second, focusing on close-range objects can best leverage the high-quality segmentation, which leads to larger improvement margin over the baseline [38] . Fig. 5 , we observe bleeding artifacts universally exist in stereo-based systems [29, 30, 38] . In [38] , the utilization of stereo proxy label partially suppresses it as its additional constrain on the low texture area. [13] reduces the artifacts via supervision from videos. In comparison, without any additional supervision sources, we eliminate it via the proposed stereo occlusion mask M. As an example, the top-right subfigure of Fig. 3 reveals a clearer and thinner border when comparing l r against l r + M. This motivates us to treat "thinness" as a measurement and use the average detected edge number
Stereo Occlusion Mask: In
as an approximated metric of border clearance, as shown in Fig. 2 . As expected, after applying the mask M, edges become more "thinner" and clearer, reflected as the decreased number of detected edges.
More quality comparisons:
We show additional qualitative examples when different loss are applied in Fig. 3 . We further provide qualitative comparisons against the baseline method [38] in Fig. 4 , and other methods in Fig. 5 . Figure 3 : On the left column, explicit utilization of segmentation information helps recovering more details. On the the right, we show blobbed border artifacts in the low texture areas, caused by noisy predicted segmentation labels and low constrain from the photometric loss l r . We suppress the artifacts by the incorporation of texture weight w and utilization of proxy stereo labels [22, 38] . 13 Figure 4 : More comparison between ours model and the state-of-the-art baseline [38] . Content within yellow box is zoomed in and attached to the right. We show significantly improved border quality compared to the method of [38] . 14 Figure 5 : Comparison against other state of the arts [13, 29, 30, 38] . Our method reconstructs more object details compared to previous works and possesses the most clear border overall.
